
The Virtual Poetry Group
led by Ian Clark, Thursday 9 April 2020.

UPDATED WITH COMMENTS: Wednesday 15 April 2020

Present: 
Roger Gould 
Veronica Carolan 
Ian Clark 
Adele Duffield 
Lesley Pemberton 
Sue Thomason 

Welcome to our second Virtual Poetry Group, which “virtually” met on Thursday 9 
April 2020, which is the date these Proceedings carry. I’m writing this on the evening of  
Good Friday, but it will be early morning on Holy Saturday before I ship it out. But it 
ought to give you something to chew on with your chocolate eggs and bunnies on Easter 
Sunday.  

Here’s a dear little virtual chocolate bunny in case the lockdown has kept you under 
house arrest and unable to buy one as part of  your essential shopping… 

I’m going to present the poems in alphabetical order on surname, to eliminate any 
suspicion of  personal preference in the sequence of  presentation. 

The last VPG Proceedings were listed in order of  receipt – but you wouldn’t have 
known it. 

We start with the Guest Poems. Our first poem is from Roger… 
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Roger Gould
EDITOR

Roger has supplied a poem that got omitted from the first draft. 
I’ll accept comments on this poem, but they’ll get attached to next fortnight’s Virtual Poetry Group. 

Next, Please

Always too eager for the future, we
Pick up bad habits of expectancy.
Something is always approaching; every day
Till then we say,

Watching from a bluff the tiny, clear
Sparkling armada of promises draw near.
How slow they are! And how much time they waste,
Refusing to make haste!

Yet still they leave us holding wretched stalks
Of disappointment, for, though nothing balks
Each big approach, leaning with brasswork prinked,
Each rope distinct,

Flagged, and the figurehead wit golden tits
Arching our way, it never anchors; it's
No sooner present than it turns to past.
Right to the last

We think each one will heave to and unload
All good into our lives, all we are owed
For waiting so devoutly and so long.
But we are wrong:

Only one ship is seeking us, a black-
Sailed unfamiliar, towing at her back
A huge and birdless silence. In her wake
No waters breed or break.

Philip Larkin
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Veronica Carolan

Song of a Man Who Has Come Through

Not I, not I, but the wind that blows through me!
A fine wind is blowing the new direction of Time.
If only I let it bear me, carry me, if only it carry me!
If only I am sensitive, subtle, oh, delicate, a winged gift!
If only, most lovely of all, I yield myself and am borrowed
By the fine, fine wind that takes its course through the chaos of the world
Like a fine, an exquisite chisel, a wedge-blade inserted;
If only I am keen and hard like the sheer tip of a wedge
Driven by invisible blows,
The rock will split, we shall come at the wonder, we shall find the Hesperides.

Oh, for the wonder that bubbles into my soul,
I would be a good fountain, a good well-head,
Would blur no whisper, spoil no expression.

What is the knocking?
What is the knocking at the door in the night?
It is somebody wants to do us harm.

No, no, it is the three strange angels.
Admit them, admit them

D.H. Lawrence (1885–1930)

ADRIENNE
I must have read it – lovely, though slightly old-fashioned now for the modern palate in my opinion! Thanks 

for educating me! 

LESLEY
I got the idea of  what DHL is trying to convey but found the mixed images confusing - i.e. 

‘sensitive..subtle..delicate’ which changes to ‘chisel’ ‘keen and hard’. However, on reading a few commentaries 
online about this poem I now understand it a bit more. I think it is one that needs to be read and re-read, which I 
didn’t have time to do for this exercise. 

‘Three strange angels’? What does that infer? Again I looked online, where most people reviewing the poem 
couldn’t offer an explanation.Then I came across this: https://kencraftpoetry.wordpress.com/2018/11/24/
when-something-strange-pounds-on-your-door/  which helped. 
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IAN 
Nothing like a good riddle for diverting me from the soulful content of  the poem. Three strange angels, eh? 

Well, that could refer to a lot of  things. I shall write my thoughts about all that in a poem for next time, or an 
essay on the website. 

Lesley’s weblink proved helpful. Even though Ken Craft doesn’t provide a clear pointer to anything very 
much, he unlocked the lumber room and showed me what floor it was on. 1914, he says, is when the poem was 
written. The year when Carl Jung set out on an exploration of  man’s dark continent, and dredged up not only his 
own personal lumber, but that of  the whole race (it was ok to use that word in those days), which was clearly 
limbering up for something momentous. 

Worth comparing this poem with Wilfred Owen’s Strange Meeting. But the intervening four years had soured 
the collective sense of  world-destiny. The three angels came too late to save the poet from a less bubbly 
prophecy… 

Then, when much blood had clogged their chariot-wheels,  
I would go up and wash them from sweet wells, 
Even with truths that lie too deep for taint. 
I would have poured my spirit without stint 
But not through wounds; not on the cess of  war. 
Foreheads of  men have bled where no wounds were. 
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Ian Clark

Desiderata

GO PLACIDLY amid the noise and the haste, and remember what peace there may be in 
silence. As far as possible, without surrender, be on good terms with all persons.

Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and listen to others, even to the dull and the ignorant; 
they too have their story.

Avoid loud and aggressive persons; they are vexatious to the spirit. If you compare 
yourself with others, you may become vain or bitter, for always there will be greater and 
lesser persons than yourself.

Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans. Keep interested in your own career, 
however humble; it is a real possession in the changing fortunes of time.

Exercise caution in your business affairs, for the world is full of trickery. But let this not 
blind you to what virtue there is; many persons strive for high ideals, and everywhere life is 
full of heroism.

Be yourself. Especially do not feign affection. Neither be cynical about love; for in the face 
of all aridity and disenchantment, it is as perennial as the grass.

Take kindly the counsel of the years, gracefully surrendering the things of youth.

Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune. But do not distress yourself 
with dark imaginings. Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness.

Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself. You are a child of the universe no 
less than the trees and the stars; you have a right to be here.

And whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe is unfolding as it should. 
Therefore be at peace with God, whatever you conceive Him to be. And whatever your 
labors and aspirations, in the noisy confusion of life, keep peace in your soul. With all its 
sham, drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a beautiful world. Be cheerful. Strive to be 
happy.

Max Ehrmann, 1927.

IAN
Very popular in the 70s I recall: calligraphed on those room-posters which we used to mount on poster-

hangers. Attributed to no particular poet, but labelled “Found in Old St Paul’s Church, Baltimore”, its sentiments 
were in-tune with the time, and nobody would have disagreed. 

Gone right out of  sight in recent years, like a Maxfield Parrish print. Maybe few now believe “the universe is 
unfolding as it should”. But I think its values deserve to be re-asserted, and if  we don’t accept them we should 
ask ourselves: why not? 
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LESLEY
A classic, well-known verse, timeless and appropriate for the current situation in which we find ourselves. 

Well chosen. 

ADELE
Having read Ian’s Desiderata by Ehrmann I am assuming that the Sunscreen song by Baz Lurhmann is taken 

from this. You learn something every day, and I thought Baz’ words were his own. I suppose most good writing 
is taken from what’s gone before one way or another. 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Adele Duffield

New Rules to Abide By
Now that all distances have vanished content yourself with nooks and crannies, where the wild 
hunt goes on for woodlice, spiders and silver fish.

Listen to the sounds of your own voice, hum a tune to test how the different rooms of your house 
change the timber and tone.

Distrust the news from the mainstream, twiddle your thumbs and shoo your ghosts out to roam the 
emptied streets.

They have been learning obscure languages to glean the truth from the horse’s mouth, from the 
puppet play of crows, the deeper secrets of stone.

When they return they will gather in the back bedroom to enact their pantomimes, you will need a 
torch or a candle at least to watch their shadow plays

And you will weep a little from the ache and longing for what you always assumed was real, the 
things you took for granted; things like places, comings and goings, meetings and encounters, the 
uninhibited touch of others.

Whenever you take the plunge to venture out your solitary footsteps insist on stretching before you 
then lagging behind, they’ll sweep one way then the other with the fluidity of tides.

Inmates will watch you with suspicion through their windows and the bolder sort may demand you 
justify what is essential. 

Queuing is a new art form of occupying silences, observing proximities and scouring the gaps on 
the supermarket shelves. 

Key Workers have become the envy of all, kings and queens of purpose, who still possess 
minutes, hours, even days of the week. 

Everyone else marks the passage of time through the ritual washing of hands, holidaying in the 
kitchen then voyaging across the Great Laminate Plains in search of the remote control.

Patience is the new black and should be decorated as you would a Christmas Tree with fairy lights 
and baubles, place presents at its feet and worship it as your saviour.

Dismiss urban myths of warlords who live in fortresses of toilet rolls and who eat nothing but pasta, 
some of them supposedly have unicorns in their gardens adorned in the flags of old nation states.

Within your cocoon you must digest yourself into protein-rich soup, disintegrating all of your tissues 
except for the imaginal discs, those discs use the goo of your previous existence to fuel the rapid 
cell division required to undergo a radical transformation into a new physical form and a somewhat 
different personality after instances which would normally result in death.

Written by Bob Beagrie for the collection: 'Life in the time of #COVID’
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LESLEY
An up-to-date view to encompass the changes we are having to manage. I found this part a little hard to 

understand: 
“Within your cocoon you must digest yourself  into protein-rich soup, disintegrating all of  your tissues except 

for the imaginal discs, those discs use the goo of  your previous existence to fuel the rapid cell division required 
to undergo a radical transformation into a new physical form and a somewhat different personality after 
instances which would normally result in death.” 

I had to re-read it a few times. I guess he’s trying to convey the idea that we humans must accept changes and 
adapt to protect ourselves and that ‘the discs’ refers to the Covid-19 virus - ‘imagined’ because we can not see it 
and ready (as are many viruses) to mutate and continue the destructive process they are so capable of  doing. 
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Lesley Pemberton

The Sound of One Fork 
Through the window screen I can see an angle of grey roof
and the silence that spreads in the branches of the pecan tree
as the sun goes down. I am waiting for a lover. I am alone
in a solitude that vibrates like the cicada in hot midmorning,
that waits like the lobed sassafras leaf just before
its dark green turns into red, that waits
like the honeybee in the mouth of the purple lobelia.

While I wait, I can hear the random clink of one fork
against a plate. The woman next door is eating supper
alone. She is sixty, perhaps, and for many years
has eaten by herself the tomatoes, the corn
and okra that she grows in her backyard garden.
Her small metallic sound persists, as quiet almost
as the windless silence, persists like the steady
random click of a redbird cracking a few
more seeds before the sun gets too low.
She does not hurry, she does not linger.

Her younger neighbors think that she is lonely.
But I know what sufficiency she may possess.
I know what can be gathered from year to year,
gathered from what is near to hand, as I do
elderberries that bend in damp thickets by the road,
gathered and preserved, jars and jars shining
in rows of claret red, made at times with help,
a friend or a lover, but consumed long after,
long after they are gone and I sit
alone at the kitchen table.

And when I sit in the last heat of Sunday, afternoons
on the porch steps in the acid breath of the boxwoods,
I also know desolation. The week is over, the coming night
will not lift. I am exhausted from making each day.
My family, my children live in other states,
the women I love in other towns. I would rather be here
than with them in the old ways, but when all that’s left
of the sunset is the red reflection underneath the clouds,
when I get up and come in to fix supper,
in the darkened kitchen I am often lonely for them.
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In the morning and the evening we are by ourselves,
the woman next door and I. Still, we persist.
I open the drawer to get out the silverware.
She goes to her garden to pull weeds and pick
the crookneck squash that turn yellow with late summer.
I walk down to the pond in the morning to watch
and wait for the blue heron who comes at first light
to feed on minnows that swim through her shadow in the water.
She stays until the day grows so bright
that she cannot endure it and leaves with her hunger unsatisfied.
She bows her wings and slowly lifts into flight,
grey and slate blue against a paler sky.
I know she will come back. I see the light create
a russet curve of land on the farther bank,
where the wild rice bends heavy and ripe
under the first blackbirds. I know
she will come back. I see the light curve
in the fall and rise of her wing.

Minnie Bruce Pratt
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Sue Thomason

Among Roses

I gave you to the roses that you grew
Because I knew you would be happy there.
Now you are part of what was part of you.

Because you used to love to look into
The face of Madame Alfred Carrière,
I gave you to the roses that you grew.

Zephirine Drouin will be nourished through
The goodness of the man who thought her fair,
Now you are part of what was part of you.

To let you stroke a Cuisse de Nymphe émue,
Her blushing cheek, her saucy derrière,
I gave you to the roses that you grew

And when it rains I hear you talking to
Sturdy Penelope in the parterre,
Now you are part of what was part of you.

See mighty Kiftsgate, lusty parvenu,
Hoisting you thirty feet into the air!
I gave you to the roses that you grew;
Now you are part of what was part of you.

Ann Drysdale, from “Scattering His Ashes”

IAN
A triste poem that appeals to me in my sadder moods. At one level a man has been reduced to bonemeal with 

only one practical use: to fertilise the rosebed. But on a higher plane – the donor of  the ashes is being consigned 
by his grieving widow to a symbolic world of  flora with romantic names which he had known and loved in life: 
an everlasting garden of  delights in beautiful feminine company. 

LESLEY
A lovely poem which I have not seen before. I like the repetition of  ‘Now you are part of  what was part of  

you’.The love of  the departed one for his roses is “repaid” by his ashes being scattered among them. To me it 
also depicts that love coming full circle and the author being able to continue to share in the love by the growth 
and flowering of  the roses, perhaps made strong and beautiful by the action she took. 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Now for our own poems. 

Veronica has two poems to her credit this time. Before the last moot, a computer 
glitch delayed her contribution until after I’d published the Proceedings. But she has 
written a new poem for the occasion. Both appear below. 

Some poets offer commentary on their own poems. It may not have been intended 
for publication, but simply as notes for the editor (me). I have omitted all such notes, to 
include them in the updated version to follow, when I have everybody’s comments back 
on all the poems. 

ROGER
Department of  Rude Surprises. Comments? What comments? 
I think in future the deadline for comments must be pretty immediate after the meeting. I’m not quite sure 

what my computer did with the meeting stuff  but it has taken a while to recover it, from whatever pile it put it 
under ( no, that wasn’t a typo, my computer seems to stack stuff  in odd places if  I don’t watch it). Do we 
comment only on the new work or do you think we should remark the poems we bring that we like? 

Shall we each just send an all members email with our comments, or is there a formal way you would like it? 
Poets in exile, which is what the NY Stanza calls its Zoom meeting was very successful. 

IAN
Roger is right… comments were too long delayed after the original PDF was circulated. My fault, for setting 

too generous a deadline, and compounding it by my dilatoriness. 
Comments really ought to be in by two days after I get the mss of  submissions out. That’s Sunday night, 

assuming I’ve got the mss out by Friday night. 
I’d like to see comments on the guest poems as well as our own work. But feel free to do so – or not, as the 

feeling grabs you. I’m not here to issue diktats on behalf  of  an ailing blond leader. 
Send comments to me, for compilation into a document like this. Send a complaint if  you think that isn’t 

working, and I’ll scratch my head and go back to the drawing board. 
I’d be grateful please for emails of  comments to be clearly labelled with the PDF/date to which they refer. 

This will happen automatically if  you re-open my email sending you the PDF in question – and hit Reply. If  you 
attach your comments to some other random email from me, I get in an awful mess. Which doesn’t help me 
meet my deadlines – and I might miss-out your valuable comments. 
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Roger Gould
EDITOR

Roger has supplied a poem that got omitted from the first draft. Only Veronica has been able to comment. 
I’ll accept further comments on this poem, but they’ll get attached to next fortnight’s Virtual Poetry Group. 

Quarter Days
Lady Day, three months have passed
and we are now impounded.

At Christmas we made plans;
then the pale horse came forth 
and pestilence covered Earth.
Rent payments are suspended
each estate its own Eyam, 
no longer self-sufficient.
The vinegar pool in the stone
now cashless plastic, mice safer
 than those ancient rats.

To Midsummer this plague may
gather the unwary, the unwell, 
and the selfless. We pray
Michaelmas may see abatement,
a settling of accounts, new tenancies
on life, made wiser by recent
unforeseen terminations.

The Christmas settlement
once more will promise
renewed life and hope.

Roger J Gould
26/3/2020

VERONICA
I echo most of  this but didn’t understand the vinegar pool in the stone.  Is there something I'm missing here? 

— Roger’s reply brought it all back to mind… 
The villagers of  Eyam took the decision to self  isolate when they discovered there was plague in the village.  They made an 

arrangement with the neighbouring village that any needs that they had to buy in would be requested in a stone which marked the 
boundary of  the village, where they would put money to meet the cost.  To sanitise the money they created a pool of  vinegar in a 
depression in the top of  the stone and placed the coins in it; the change was delivered via the same route. 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Veronica Carolan

Incognito

The living dead pass incognito through their hell. 
Who are we to know just who they are?  
Shades of Sartre – can you read him undisturbed?  
Will you heed him, or just go so far?
Perhaps you are not one of those who sees my form 
as it goes through endless days alone, 
seeming to be one of you yet quite apart. 
Did you know I had a heart of stone?
So everyone sees all the motions of my work 
with not a notion that it’s just a shell. 
Lifeless actions hidden under phantom smiles. 
Party pieces – do I play them well?
Well heaven shines with too much lights, and as for hell, 
there is no such place, just no man’s land. 
Shades of Nihil where the non-dead live in death, 
Fear of touch, where those who dare are shunned.
But what is worse: to live, yet ignorant of death  
or to once have sung transcendent songs, 
now condemned to walk in shades of blue and grey, 
Unaware of where one’s soul belongs?

Song  
21.8.76  
7 Springs

ADRIENNE
I thought Veronica’s Incognito was a well-mastered piece – mysterious, philosophical, just the kind of  gristle 

I like to chew on! One or two small considerations: too much lights ....should be? Too many lights, or too much 
light. Sometimes the number of  syllables in the line jar a little – intentional? Don’t be afraid of  losing a letter e.g. 
you’re instead of  you are...modern poetry readers often find this preferable. 

Also, I know it’s a choice but if  you’re writing for an audience (I don’t know if  you are) you might be better 
to lose some of  the capitals at the beginning of  a line unless they absolutely need to be there... Nice poem 
though. 

IAN
The last words from the cross. The horror of  spiritual desertion, well-documented in sacred literature, but 

here described from personal acquaintance. Weary eyes cannot endure the glitter of  heaven – but dare a card-
carrying Christian ever own up to such a thought? Dostoevsky, spokesman for lost souls, asked if  you were 
allowed to put your tongue out in the Palace of  Crystal. Because if  not, he didn’t feel it was his scene. 
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LESLEY
Although written some time ago (assuming 21.8.76 is the date) this is another poem appropriate to today. 
‘Shades of  Sartre’ - I think you may be making reference to his philosophy of  existence? 

ADELE
Suggests a struggle at a crossroads - quite sad at times but I love the line ‘phantom smiles, party pieces - do I 

play them well?  Cynicism or self  criticism- made me ponder at the crossroads with the narrator. I like it. 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Veronica Carolan

Lockdown

Not being a person of routine – 
(ill-disciplined? I work to larger frame) – 
I do what needs to be done
I deliver on time, J.I.T.

But Just in Time doesn’t work
when others depend on planning,
needing to know in advance, dovetailing,
needing the neat assurance of black and white.

The shelves were emptied just in time
by people panicking, and just too late
for those who live by just in time.
Empty larders do not fill the hungers of today.

People used to have full shelves
of home production, seasons’ discipline,
pickled, salted, bottled and dried,
provisioning for times of dearth to come.

Those were days of isolation
from the larger world, the village shop the bounds
dictating what one had or went without.
Days of making, making do and making last.

We live in isolation now, in lockdown 
made bearable for some by comfort of routine,
its well-worn bounds like an old armchair
moulded to one’s shape and leanings.

Life without its routine work and routine breaks
Expands into a haze of holiday – heaven for some
And hell for those whose nerves are stretched to breaking point,
no escape from what normality contains.

The human heart alone brings hope.
Deep down we trawl the darkest shelves of past provisioning
to find forbearance, understanding, some small grain of locked-down love –
and find a single flask of oil, enough for all to live again.
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LESLEY
Comparing the past to the present and how people are reacting in different ways to the Covid-19 pandemic. I 

like the images of  the past where there was a kind of  isolation in small communities from the larger world which 
was just the normal way of  life: 

‘Those were days of  isolation from the larger world’. 
Now some people are finding it difficult to cope with vast changes to daily routines: 
‘…lockdown made bearable for some by comfort of  routine’; ‘heaven for some’; ‘And hell for those whose 

nerves are stretched to breaking point’. 

SUE
There is a lot of  material here, a lot of  accurate observation and thinking; I wonder if  it’s more than one 

poem’s worth?  I can see a trail of  associations: Just In Time... panic buying... something to do with self-
sufficiency... the comfort of  routine... and then I got thrown by the single flask of  oil, which I associate with 
Hanukah (is it Easter as well?) I started off  thinking “this is a poem about someone struggling with social-
distancing; finding it horrible” but I now think there is a lot more going on than that. There is the issue of  
routine; is it a support or a constraint? There is the issue of  Just In Time, which seems to ask: do I try to prepare 
for the future, like the ant, or live in the moment, like the grasshopper; do I go with my immediate impulse 
(panic buy) or react slowly, sit back and take stock? Do I hoard, or do I trust in the supportive generosity of  
others? There is the issue of  isolation, what constitutes “isolation” and different peoples’ responses to it/ways of  
dealing with it. I see that the last verse is trying to draw all the poem’s previous threads and themes together, but 
it doesn’t quite come together for me. When I read “The human heart alone brings hope”, I think “hang on a 
minute... primroses, lambs, skylarks singing, a module of  lambs’ lettuce sprouting on my kitchen windowsill, a 
child’s drawing of  a rainbow in a window, tree sparrows nest-building, a guy on a bike who grinned at me while I 
was out for my daily walk, a queen bumblebee looking for somewhere to nest, Boris Johnson out of  hospital...” 
Also, can love be both a small grain and a single flask of  oil, or do they represent different things? 

        So: if  this were my source material, I would be really pleased to have gathered such a treasure-heap of  
significant stuff  to write about, and I would probably try to unpick it and make several poems out of  it. But it is 
your material, so ignore me if  I’m talking rubbish, which I sometimes do. If  you do rework it, I would very much 
like to see the results. 

ADELE
Very apt for our current situation- poignancy of  how different we live today - the reflections of  different 

times offers values much missed today. Ends with hope for our future which I like. 
Thanks Veronica - both lovely poems. 
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Ian Clark

Tardigrade

I am the Tardigrade
Here I am on-parade
As the Creator made
I am alive.

When all the tricks are played
When all the money’s made
After the cannonade
I will survive.
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ADRIENNE
Ian’s Tardigrade I found neat and succinct and worked well for me. I’m not a fan of  rhymed poems in 

general but when they’re well written they can be very strong. This reminded me of  William Blake...light and 
teasing on the surface with underlying darkness! 

LESLEY
At first I assumed this was one of  your fiction/fantasy ideas. I had to look up ‘tardigrade’ and now 

understand the short poem after reading about these ‘water bears’. These almost microscopic animals are pretty 
much indestructible. Succinct words that say so much and perhaps convey a message about the fragility of  the 
human race. 

SUE
Yes! I already knew about tardigrades. In the Bestiary, I think they should be exemplars of  Resilience, and I 

therefore it cheering and good to be reminded of  them. Survivors are admirable. Tardigrades are mysterious, and 
thinking of  them makes me feel hopeful. Thank you! 

ADELE
I love the idea- a great little poem - the tardigrade could be ‘I’ or ‘Covid-19’ in the narrator’s voice. Works well 

for me. Thanks Ian. 

IAN
Sadly I omitted to mention the illustrious source of  inspiration for my catchy little number: 
'Disco' tardigrade parties under microscope, wins international photo prize  
https://www.livescience.com/trippy-tardigrade-image-of-the-year.html  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Adele Duffield

Fear and Anger 

Footsteps strike up the stairs behind me, 
my heart pulsating, fearing the chase. 
Two hearts once one, our love now spliced,  
I carry the guilt of wanting out, 
out of this marriage, out of his life, 
breathing in fear, burning inside, 
his anger erupting at losing a wife, 
a knife in his hand, from passion ignited, 
drink-fuelled, hurting, deserted, lost.

Recalling blows across my flesh,  
as my heaving chest thumps and writhes,  
from old bruises buried deep inside, 
each kick and punch felt once again  
as I lock the door in fear and pain. 

Scared and shrinking beside a bed  
once used for marital bliss, but now  
forms a barrier from his deathly kiss. 
He strikes the door panel; stabbing, jabbing. 
Pounding blood-rush pulses through me, 
as bloody, wood splinters spit in flight. 
My urgent heartbeat dreads the fatal strike. 
Tears prick me like a sharpened knife. 

Time stops dead, 

but the clock’s now unwinding.  

With swollen fists, he sinks I think, exhausted. 
Old scars might heal, but I’m mentally tortured. 
Heart beats slower. Battered door. Broken life. 
Two hearts divided. No more the dutiful wife.  

ADRIENNE
Gosh, Adele’s Fear and Anger is a frightening poem and apposite in these times. It’s strong and, sadly, 

realistic. I don’t know who it’s about but whoever it is I hope they have the helplines to the domestic abuse 
organisations... I think perhaps could benefit from a small edit – just a little repetitive, and tightening it could 
make it stronger still. I love the way you pull the reader up sharp with Time stops dead. 
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LESLEY
A very moving poem. 
Written as a response to reports of  abusive relationships where the abused is ‘locked in’ with their abuser? 

Longing to escape but nowhere to go and not permitted to find respite elsewhere. 
If  only those people who are moaning about having to stay at home would remember that they are much 

more fortunate than someone in the situation you so vividly describe. 

SUE
My first reaction: this is a very accomplished poem, feels carefully polished, very dramatic, clever use of  

words and images (“Footsteps strike up the stairs... tears prick me like a sharpened knife...”) I can hear you 
reading it aloud as I read it in my head. 

It feels to me like it has been written as a performance piece (to read aloud), and as part of  a larger sequence, 
a dramatic episode... I would like to read a companion piece, written in *his* voice – maybe “Anger and Fear”? 
Although this poem recounts a very dramatic episode, it doesn’t feel quite like a piece of  real life to me; it’s 
been... simplified? Dramatised? Staged? I feel a little bit that the poem is trying to direct my response and my 
sympathy, and I therefore feel a little bit manipulated by it, and it therefore puts me more in touch with (his) 
anger than with (her) fear – or is she angry as well? It does feel quite an angry poem. 

IAN
Chilling. (…Well, it convinces me.) 
I used to work in the police department, and domestic dispute is the number-one crime they get called out to. 

I wondered why women risked coming anywhere near such people. Surely they’d had some prior indication the 
man could turn nasty? 

At a later stage in my life I met several women to whom that had happened. They’d actually opted to share 
their lives with a man who scared them stiff. Well, they agreed the bloke scared them stiff, but with a man like 
that around the house nobody else did. 

And women as a rule win the contest by simply being smarter than their men. 
But it comes unstuck if  the man gets into the habit of  coming home drunk. Especially if  he’s self-medicating 

depression, which he might not let on about. 
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Lesley Pemberton

Rocking Chair

Sitting in his old rocking chair
Slippers on his feet and clothes all threadbare
The old, old man, smoking his pipe
He has no friend
No-one with him to see the end
The end of this road we call life

 Rocking, rocking away
To fill the hours of the day
No-one else to spend his time with 
No-one else to stand in line with
An old, old man, alone

Sitting in his old chair, now still
Slippers on his feet, no more time to fill
The old, old man, holding his pipe
Now without light
Has he been there all through the night?
Lonely night, on his own, died alone

ADRIENNE
What a sad, stark and unfortunately realistic cameo! What else can I say about this poem – a poem for its 

times. 

SUE
What I like about this poem is that it doesn’t impose moralising or sentiment; it’s just observation: old man in 

a rocking chair, alive. Old man in a rocking chair, dead. And you leave us to draw our own conclusions. The 
poem has the comforting, repetitive rhythm of  a rocking chair, it’s a calm poem, it doesn’t feel distressed, so I am 
imagining the old man as calm and not distressed by his circumstances. I find myself  thinking “not a bad way to 
go...” – peaceful, in his own place, among his own things, doing what he’s used to doing. Although he is alone, I 
don’t get the feeling that he’s lonely; maybe he is someone who enjoys solitude. Maybe this was the death he 
would have chosen. So I find this a consoling poem. Thank you. 

ADELE
I love the image of  this poem. Very sad observations. I wondered if  you were writing a villanelle at first and 

then realised you couldn’t be but there are signs of  a form and I wonder if  you should try it as I was looking for 
it as I read the poem. I think the subject matter works really well and the repetition does not seem forced so 
maybe you could give it a try (not an easy form to crack though but worth the challenge if  the  outcome is a 
success) - I think it’s almost there anyway. Still lovely even if  you don’t. 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Sue Thomason

Thorn

This tree: a thorn that grew alone
by a fallen wall of soot-darkened sandstones
between two grassy, neglected fields
in a place with no name, a place between places –

my tree. Nothing special;
a weed tree, bird-sown
or maybe the last of a long-gone hedge
back-combed by the wind. It is twisted, my tree;

nothing bright about it, no blossom or birdsong,
just thorns, and a dragon-scaled, sinewy trunk,
a messy tangle of branches – one broken – and
polished roots where sheep have sheltered

and left their tokens, wool-tufts, and shit,
and the thick, dark smell of life, of life.

ADRIENNE
Some of  the language, I think, is lovely .. “ a place between places”, the backcombed hedge...do you need the 

s on sandstone? Neglected feels a bit clunky to me. Personally I prefer to leave out general statements such as 
“nothing bright about it” because the description can do the work itself, I think. Also, I’m absolutely for crass 
language like shit if  it earns it’s place, but for me it didn’t quite work here. I don’t know what others think about 
that? I’m curious to know why the poet claims it as “my tree” – it’s possible you could add a little more depth or 
mystery to enrich the poem? 

LESLEY
Some strong imagery is included throughout the poem, such as ‘weed tree, bird-sown’; ‘a long-gone hedge 

back-combed by the wind’ but so much more that evokes a picture in my mind. 
The stark, lonely, ugly tree - ‘nothing special’ in most people’s eyes but it provided some shelter for the sheep. 

The essence of  life is portrayed by both the tree and the evidence of  the sheep being there. 
However, I’m not sure it is necessary to repeat ‘of  life’ at the end. That somehow softens the poem for me 

and I’d prefer it to maintain the image of  defiance of  nature in harsh conditions. It’s your poem, though, so I can 
accept if  you want to keep the repetition of  the last two words. 
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ADELE
I loved the acceptance of  this poem - the bar isn’t set high by the narrator but their tree certainly wears the 

crown.  I love the line ‘back-combed by the wind’ however I think the word ‘shit’ spoils it a little. It lowers the 
tone of  the poem. Leavings its marks and wool fluff- paints the picture well enough.  

Thank you. 

IAN
“in a place with no name, a place between places”… 
Yes, Sue. I have walked in such places, and not just passing through, either. And I’ve seen that tree - shrub - 

thing (or one very like it) and taken emotional ownership of  it. 
Why? Because it looked like it needed someone to befriend it. 
Did it really? Maybe back then I was the one that needed befriending.
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